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A simple progressive side bet 
for Baccarat or Mini Baccarat! 
Power 8’s is a progressive side bet offered for Baccarat, 
which can be played in addition to an initial wager on 
either Player or Banker, by placing a bet on the associated 
flashing pad. 

In Power 8’s, players bet on the combination (suit) and 
frequency of 8’s dealt, either as part of the initial 4 card 
deal or from the total of drawn cards representing a result 
in the main game. The three top progressive jackpots are 
shared equally between all those who placed a bet on the 
winning flashing pads.

Benefits

Perfect For GFL Bonusing  

GFL Bonusing is a powerful floor-wide event and mystery 
progressive system for the live gaming space. 

When combined with Power 8’s, casino operators can 
choose to assign an event-based jackpot, which would 
award a player when a specified deal occurs - such as 4 x 
8’s in the initial deal -  or they can choose to incorporate 
a mystery jackpot, which would be configured by the 
operator (using a random number generator) to award a 
randomly selected player for simply participating. Both 
options drive increased revenue and attract players with 
the advanced multicolour side bet technology.

Revitalising Traditional Baccarat

Baccarat has long since been one of the most popular 
casino table games in the world. With the new Power 8’s 
side bet, casino operators can now capitalize on Baccarat’s 
popularity by encouraging more wagers, which ultimately 
results in increased revenue. 

Power 8’s is sure to ignite excitement in both seasoned 
and new Baccarat players alike.   

• New & exciting side bet for Baccarat/Mini 
Baccarat 

• Easy for players and Dealers to learn

• Increase in House Advantage 

• Exciting flashing wagering circles to attract bets

• Game speed is minimally impacted

➜

Features
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Simple, Fast & Fun!

One of Baccarat’s best, and most appealing, features is its 
simplicity. Power 8’s compliments this by only requiring 
the player to place an additional bet; there are no other 
moves for the player to carry out. The rest of the game is 
left up to the Dealer and the cards, making it easy for the 
player to focus on the thrill of the game. 

Questions & Answers

How does the game speed compare to traditional 
Baccarat?
When compared to traditional Baccarat, there is little affect 
on the game speed.

Will the Game Hold % improve with Power 8’s 
progressive?
Because of the increased interest in the large progressive 
jackpot, game hold % should increase.

Is the game easy to play?
Yes. Players find it quick and eay to learn. 

Is the game easy to deal?
Yes. When dealt by casino Baccarat Dealers, the game is 
picked up immediately. 

What is the house advantage of Power 8’s progressive?
Since all eligible players split the jackpots evenly, the house 
edge will increase as the number of players increases.

Paytable

Descriptive Jackpot Base Value Eligible

4 x 8’s in initial deal 1 Top Jackpot
Shared 
Equally

4 x 8’s including 
drawn cards

2 Middle Jackpot
Shared 
Equally

3 x 8’s same suit 
including drawn 
cards

3 Bottom Jackpot
Shared 
Equally

3 x 8’s any suit
including drawn 
cards

4 20-to-1
Each 

Player

2 x 8’s any suit 
including drawn 
cards

5 4-to-1
Each 

Player


